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Abstract: Solid oxide technology has gained importance due to its higher efficiencies compared to
other current hydrogen technologies. The reversible mode allows working with both technologies
(SOEC-SOFC), which makes it very attractive for mixed operations, both storage and generation,
increasing its usage and therefore the viability of the technology implementation. To improve the
performance of reversible stacks, developing adequate control strategies is of great importance.
In order to design these strategies, suitable models are needed. These control-oriented models
should be simple for an efficient controller design, but also they should include all phenomena
that can be affected by the control law. This article introduces a control-oriented modeling of a
reversible solid oxide stack (rSOS) for the implementation of control strategies considering thermal
and degradation effects. The model is validated with experimental data of a 1.5 kW laboratory
prototype, analyzing both polarization curves and dynamic responses to different current profiles
and compositions. An error of less than 3% between the model and experimental responses has
been obtained, demonstrating the validity of the proposed control-oriented model. The proposed
model allows performing new and deeper analysis of the role of reversible solid oxide cells in
24/7 generation plants with renewable energy sources.

Keywords: reversible solid oxide cells (rSOC); mathematical modeling; control-oriented model-
ing; thermal safety; hydrogen; stack degradation; experimental rSOC; solid oxide fuel cells; solid
oxide electrolyzer

MSC: 80-10

1. Introduction

The global need for decarbonization has led to a growing interest in the production
and use of green hydrogen in an efficient, scalable and economical way. After a major
role in the study of solid oxide cells at the beginning of the century, the reversible mode
of operation has recently appeared as an alternative for combining power generation and
chemical energy storage, increasing the possible usage times respect to only one mode of
operation. Actually, two main types of solid oxide cell typologies, i.e., tubular and planar,
are widely commercialized, but planar cells have attracted interest for stack construction
due to their better performance instead of lower resistance [1]. The electrolyte of the
reversible solid oxide stacks (rSOS) is commonly made of Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ),
and its operating temperature is about 700–900 ◦C [2]. More specifically, for electolyte-
supported cells, the range of temperatures is 900–950 ◦C, and for electrode-supported
cells, the range is 700–800 ◦C. Solid oxide technology has greater advantages than others,
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since due to the higher operation temperature, they consume less electricity thanks to
the greater conversion efficiency led by the thermodynamical advantages. The energy
needed for electrolysis decreases as the temperature increases; thus, SOECs (Solid Oxide
Electrolyzers) can operate at a thermoneutral voltage in which the theoretical conversion
efficiency of electricity to fuel is 100%. The operating temperature range is 700–950 ◦C.
Up to now, rSOS is the only single system that can operate bi-directionally (electrolysis
and power generation) and does not require the separation of power-to-gas (P2G) and
gas-to-power (G2P) components [3].

Proper dynamics are important for model-based control. These control-oriented
models should include the main phenomena affected by the control actions, but they
should be sufficiently simple for an efficient controller design. Even though the modeling
of rSOC can be completed designing multi-dimensional 2D and 3D models, this type of
model requires an excessive computational load for control purposes. Instead, 1D or 0D
(lumped) models are usually implemented [1]. Among the control-oriented models used
for other hydrogen technologies, Pukrushpan et al. [4], Bao et al. [5] or Solsona et al. [6]
presented their candidate models for proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells. For solid
oxide systems, different models have been developed [7,8], mainly considering fuel cell
operation mode, while the works of reversible operation of SOC technology are more
scarce. In addition, there is interest in the reversible operation for energy storage and usage
routes for grid and demand balancing, and so the control-oriented models such as the one
presented here become essential when designing reversible systems.

In the literature, there are different works that have tried to identify dynamics of
reversible solid oxide cells but did not focus on control aspects. Motylinski et al. [9]
presented an rSOC dynamic model to perform grid power balancing, focusing on the
compatibility with wind profiles. The authors presented a cell model focused on the energy
balance and its adaptation to a reduced electrical model. The model was scaled to a greater
number of cells to satisfy the requirements of the electrical network. Liu et al. [10] studied
strategies for the thermal safety analysis for the mode-switching process of a reversible
solid oxide cell system. The authors used a simplified computational model of the rSOC
system and a finite element method 1D model of the stack to determine the temperature
distribution of the cell along the direction of the gas flow during the process. Frank et al. [11]
introduced a model based on cascading one-sided stirred-tank reactors in order to obtain a
1D resolution in the flow direction. The models were designed to perform an analysis of the
stack efficiency. Finally, orienting to embedded applications such as real-time simulations
or online diagnostics, Ma et al. [12] proposed a multi-physical modeling of a 2D reversible
tubular solid oxide cell. The authors introduced an iterative algorithm necessary to execute
their non-linear model, avoiding possible solver stability issues.

An alternative approach is modeling the rSOC behavior as two separate systems
(SOFC-SOEC). An example of this approach can be found in [13], where a two-stack model is
used to analyze the energy balances and the oxygen purity. Unfortunately, the results were
not validated experimentally. The same modeling technique was used by Hauck et al. [14]
which used a model composed of two stacks with the aim of carrying out a thermodynamic
analysis. The authors used empirical results found in the work of Kazempoor et al. [15] to
check the simulations and find the influence of cell geometry and inlet gas composition in
the thermodynamic behavior. Ni et al. [16] introduced a model focused on concentration
losses to analyze their influence on the final response of reversible cells. Luo et al. [17]
used a detailed model of a tubular cell to analyze the rSOC penetration and dynamic
operation stability in a distributed system coupling wind generators, combustion engine
and lithium-ion batteries. Finally, Botta et al. [18] introduced the importance of the thermal
control strategies for rSOC. The study was carried out with decoupled models, which
are both based in an SOFC template available in Modelica. The control strategies were
validated through simulations. This work was one of the first studies dealing with the
effects of controllers in rSOC.
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Degradation is a crucial effect on stacks, since it determines the increase in power losses
that the stack will experience throughout its useful life. Stack degradation is a vast field,
ranging from materials analysis [19] to data science [20], with the goal of finding common
behavior across different cells. The state of the art of degradation studies of reversible
solid oxide systems has been recently presented by Yang et al. [21] and Khan et al. [22].
Among others, Zhang et al. [23] carried out a study on the degradation of solid oxide cells,
concluding that the degradation is a more significant issue when operating in electrolysis
mode. Knibbe et al. [24] studied the degradation of Ni-YSZ solid oxide electrolysis cells
operated at high current densities, attributing the stack ohmic degradation to the increased
polarization drop across the oxygen electrode. In a long-term analysis, Tietz et al. [25]
performed a 9000-h study of an anode-supported solid oxide cell with a current density
of 1 A/cm2 obtaining a certain degradation rate. Similarly, Blum et al. [26] obtained
the degradation rates of two stacks with 20,000 and 50,000 h of operation. Focusing on
modeling degradation effects, some studies such as [27–29] can be found, but the models
are complex 2D or 3D models mainly focusing on the different types of degradation that are
not suitable for control design purposes. The objective of this work will be to introduce the
degradations in a simple and linear way, considering the long degradation studies found in
the literature. For this purpose, the recent degradation works of Naeini et al. [30,31] have
been taken as reference.

Finally, the modeling of rSOC including the dynamics of the agents to perform the
balance of plant (BoP) as pumps, heat exchangers (HE), bypass valves, compressors, etc.
are not widely studied in the rSOC literature. Some authors such as [11,32] explain the
use of BoP agents, but they do not perform an explicit modeling; probably, they con-
sider it unnecessary for their analysis, since the BoP is not always required for all the
technology modeling analysis. However, in the present work, we consider it essential
to study and understand the control strategies. Among those using solid oxide systems,
Akikur et al. [33] performed simulations of rSOC systems in steady state presenting 0D
BoP agents models, which include compressors and heat exchangers. Considering other
approaches, Mottaghizadeh et al. [34] presented a BoP 0D model to carry out a feasibility
study of building a system for energy storage based on rSOCs using hydrocarbon fuels.
Going further, a model considering elements for the balance of plant of a PEM stack was
introduced in [35]. However, this model only considers the agents necessarily for the fuel
cell operation.

The purpose of this article is to develop a reliable control model of a reversible solid
oxide stack prototype and present control aspects related to the regulation of voltage and
temperature. The main contributions can be summarized as:

• Development of a practical control-oriented model for a reversible solid oxide stack
prototype considering a linear degradation model.

• Validation of the proposed model with experimental data under different scenarios and the
introduction of an offline algorithm to identify the unknown model parameters.

• Present the mathematical structure and the main considerations of the balance of plant
agents and the controllers implemented for the optimal functioning of the system.

• Analyze the thermal effects of the controlled plant under different conditions.

In Section 2, an introduction of the laboratory stack description and the guidelines
for developing the control-oriented model are presented. In Section 3, the balance of plant
agents and its considerations are introduced. Section 4 describes the final model structure
and proposed control strategy aimed to regulate the voltage and temperature of the stack.
Then, the experiments, the model validation and the stack behavior analysis are given in
Section 5. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Mathematical Model

The prototype under study is shown in Figure 1, and a schematic illustration of
the involved flows is shown in Figure 2. The anode-supported 30-cell stack with Ni-
YSZ interconnections and the furnace are established as the main parts of the prototype.
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The balance of plant (BoP) agents are two heat exchangers (air–air and fuel–fuel), a boiler
and a condenser. In Figure 2, the green tubes symbolize the inflows and its directions,
whereas the red ones symbolize the outflows. Through a bypass valve, it is possible to
introduce a certain amount of cooling air into the stack, while the necessary heat can be
supplied through the oven to maintain the thermal balance of the plant.

Figure 1. Reversible solid oxide stack and the BoP agents implemented at IREC laboratory.

Figure 2. A schematic illustration of the IREC solid oxide station operation including the balance of
plant agents. The red channels denote the outlet flows, while the green channels denote the inlet ones.

The modeling of the system can be divided into three main submodels: the fluid
dynamics (both in the manifolds and within the stack), the electrochemical (containing
degradation) and the thermodynamic ones.

2.1. Fluid Dynamics: Manifolds Mass Flow

The dynamics of the manifolds is an important part of the model, determining both the
inlet mass flow of the air channel, from the inlet manifold outlet mass flow, and the pressure
inside the air channel, from the pressure of the outlet manifold, necessary to calculate the partial
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pressures of the gases. A manifold detailed analysis can be found in Pukrushpan et al. [4,35].
The manifold behavior is directly related to the mass conservation principle:

dm
dt

= ṁin − ṁout, (1)

where m is the mass of the gas in the manifold volume and ṁin, ṁout are the input and out-
put mass flow rates of the manifold, respectively. If the temperature is constant, the pressure
manifold dynamics can be described by:

dP
dt

=
RairT

V
(ṁin − ṁout), (2)

beingRair the air gas constant, V the manifold volume and T the temperature.
The air inlet of the system is represented by the inlet manifold. From a certain inlet

air flow, the inlet manifold will establish a certain air flow at its outlet, which will be the
cathode air inlet, which is characterized by a resultant pressure and temperature. This
outlet air flow can be linearized as a function of the inlet manifold valve constant Kim as:

ṁout
ca = Kim(Pim − Pca), (3)

being Pca the cathode pressure and Pim the inlet manifold pressure given by:

dPim
dt

=
δRair
Vim

(ṁin − ṁout), (4)

being Vim the inlet manifold volume and δ the air specific heat ratio. On the other hand,
the dynamics of pressure of cathode outlet manifold is modeled in similar way:

dPom

dt
=

δRair
Vom

(ṁca − ṁout), (5)

where ṁca is the cathode mass flow, Vom is the outlet manifold volume and ṁout the output
air mass flow from the outlet manifold obtained from the relationship:

ṁout = Kom(Pom − Patm), (6)

where Kom is the outlet manifold constant and Patm is the atmospheric pressure.

2.2. Fluid Dynamics: Stack Mass Flow

The mass flow model encompasses both the mass transport dynamics and the mass
flow dynamics as well as the gas temperature ones, defining the partial pressures of each
gas that will take place in the electrochemical model. The mass flow model will describe
the dynamics of O2 and N2 in the air channel and those of H2O and H2 in the fuel channel,
obtaining their respective partial pressures.

Assuming an ideal gas behavior, the partial pressures of the jth gas can be computed as:

pj =
RT

MjVk
ṁj, (7)

where R is the universal gas constant. Vk denotes the volumes of the anode (k = an) or the
cathode (k = ca). The mass balance of each gas is computed as:

dmj

dt
= ṁin

j − ṁr
j − ṁout

j , (8)
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where ṁin
j , ṁr

j and ṁout
j are the inlet, reacted and outlet mass flows of the jth gas, respec-

tively. Taking the number of cells (nc), the molar mass (Mj) and the Faraday constant (F),
the reacted mass flow ṁr

j is given by

ṁr
j = i

nc Mj

2F
. (9)

Notice that only H2O and O2 react. Finally, the input mass flow of each gas ṁin
j is computed as:

ṁin
j = ωjṁin

k , (10)

where ṁin
k ∈ {ṁ

in
ca, ṁin

an} and ωj denote the mass fraction, being the ratio between the mass
of each gas and the total mass of the mixture. The compositions of air and fuel will have
a certain amount of each element. The mass fraction ωj will be obtained from the molar
fractions (χ) used for the experiments. In the case of study, air is considered 21% of O2 and
79% of N2, while the fuel will be characterized by some percentages (χ) of H2 and H2O.
Finally, the output flows of the anode and cathode are calculated as:

ṁout
ca = Kca(Pca − Pom), (11)

ṁout
an = Kan(Pan − Patm), (12)

being Kca, Kan experimental constants of the cathode and anode, respectively.

2.3. Electrochemical Model

The presented model describes the electrochemistry of the reaction and the polarization
voltages. It is divided in four parts: Nernst voltage (EN), ohmic losses (ηohm), activation
losses (ηact) and concentration losses (ηcon). The previous voltages define the operating
voltage of the cell:

Vcell = EN − ηohm − ηact − ηcon. (13)

The signs of the previous equation can be modified depending on the operation mode.
If operating in SOFC mode, the applied current is positive and the cell voltage is given by
Equation (13), with VSOFC = Vcell . When operating in SOEC mode, the current is negative,
and therefore:

VSOEC = EN + ηohm + ηact + ηcon. (14)

Once the voltage of the cell is obtained, the voltage of the overall stack results:

Vs = ncVcell , (15)

being nc the number of cells.

2.3.1. Nernst Voltage

The Nernst equation describe the reversible cell voltage and its voltage variations as a
function of gas compositions:

EN = E0 +
RT
2F
· ln
(

pH2 p1/2
O2

pH2O

)
, (16)

being pH2 , pO2 and pH2O the respective gas pressures, R the universal gas constant and the
exponent 1/2 representing the stoichiometric coefficient of the electrochemical reaction for
oxygen. The term E0 denotes the ideal or reversible voltage, which can be expressed as:

E0 = −∆G0

2F
, (17)
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being ∆G0 the change in Gibbs free energy at standard temperature and pressure with
pure reactants.

2.3.2. Ohmic Losses

Ohmic losses are difficult to model, as they depend on multiple phenomena. In par-
ticular, ohmic losses vary with the stack degradation. However, the resistive losses of
the electrodes and the flow of the electrolyte ions are proportional to the current density,
and usually, the area specific resistance (ASR), which denotes the resistance per cm2, can
be used to model the ohmic voltage losses as:

ηohm = I · ASR, (18)

being I the current density in A/cm2. Since ASR can be modeled, approximated, or identi-
fied, there is more than one way to define this parameter. However, working with stacks,
the resistance that models the ohmic losses is the intrinsic resistance of each layer/material
that constitutes the stack (electrolyte, electrodes, metal mesh between cells, metal inter-
connectors, endplates) and the contact resistance between each layer:

ASR =
Le

σel
+

L f uel

σf uel
+

Lair
σair

+ Rct. (19)

Due to different orders of magnitude between the agents, the previous expression can be
simplified to:

ASR =
Le

σel
+ Rct, (20)

being Le the electrolyte thickness and Rct the contact resistance. The variable σel corresponds
to the electrolyte ionic conductivity which changes with temperature according to the
Arrhenius equation:

σel =
σ0,el

T
· exp

(−Eact,el

RT

)
, (21)

where σ0,el is the ionic conductivity pre-exponential factor and Eact,el is the electrolyte
activation energy [36].

2.3.3. Activation Losses

Activation losses occur at the electrode/electrolyte interface. They are caused by
the steps of each electrochemical reaction, which has an associated activation energy,
corresponding to the minimum energy required for a reaction to occur. The difference
between activation energies and reaction rates govern the voltage losses in the electrode.
The relation between the activation over-potential (ηact) and the current density is usually
represented by the Butler–Volmer equation [37]:

i = io

(
exp

(
−αncFηact

RT

)
− exp

(
− (1− α)ncFηact

RT

))
. (22)

The previous equation defines the kinetic losses associated with charge transfer reactions
at each electrode–electrolyte interface. The parameter α is the charge transfer coefficient
and is related to the oxidation rate. The exchange current density (io) for the anode and
cathode, respectively, can be determined based on [38] as:

io,an = γan

(
pO2

Patm

)m
exp

(
−Eact,an

RT

)
, (23)

io,ca = γca

(
pH2

Patm

)a( pH2O

Patm

)b
exp

(
−Eact,ca

RT

)
, (24)
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being the total exchange current density io = io,an + io,ca.
Although some authors have presented that in low-density and high-density currents,

the Butler–Volmer equation can be simplified to Tafel equations, these equations are only
acceptable for a certain current range, since other quantities present too much error [39].
In the literature, the expression [40]:

ηact =
RT

4αanF
sinh−1

(
i

2io,an

)
+

RT
4αcaF

sinh−1
(

i
2io,ca

)
, (25)

is widely adopted and for this reason will be used in the proposed model.

2.3.4. Concentration Losses

Concentration losses are determined by changes in the concentration of the reactants
at the electrode surfaces. Specifically, the reactions take place at certain locations on the
electrode, which is called the Triple-Phase Boundary (TPB). TPB areas are the regions where
the measured atmosphere, the metal catalyst and the electrolyte coexist [41]. The concentra-
tion losses can be expressed as a function of the partial pressures of the gases at the TPB as:

ηcon,an =
RT
2F

ln

(
pTPB

H2O pH2

pH2O pTPB
H2

)
, (26)

ηcon,ca =
RT
4F

ln

(
pO2

pTPB
O2

)
. (27)

In order to obtain the cathode (ca) and anode (an) TPB partial pressures, Fick’s law can be
applied, obtaining in the anode:

pTPB
H2

= pH2 −
ρanRT
2FDe

H2

i, (28)

pTPB
H2O = pH2O −

ρanRT
2FDe

H2O
i, (29)

and in the cathode:

pTPB
O2

= pO2 −
Patm − pO2

Patm

ρcaRT
4FDe

O2

i, (30)

being ρan, ρca the thickness of the anode and cathode, Patm the atmospheric pressure in bar,
and De the effective molecular diffusion coefficient of each gas. The previous coefficient
considers molecular (Dm) and Knudsen (DK) diffusion coefficients and is a function of the
electrode porosity ε and tortuosity τ, and it can be expressed by the Bosanquet formula [42]:

1
De =

τ

ε

(
1

Dm +
1

DK

)
, (31)

The values of the effective molecular diffusion coefficients used for the studied stack are
introduced in Table A1, Appendix A. A detailed description of these coefficients can be
found on [39,43–45].

2.4. Thermodynamics

The stack temperature is essential for the electrochemical performance due to its
influence on the partial pressures of the gases and on the kinetics of the charge transfer
reactions. Therefore, in order to determine the amount of heat consumed or produced
by the stack during operation, a thermal balance must be included. The heat produced
or consumed Q will be determined by the difference between the total and the stack
energies as:

Q = T∆S = ∆G− ∆H, (32)
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being ∆G the electrical demand, ∆H the enthalpy reaction change and T∆S the thermal
energy, where T can be computed as:

dT
dt

=
Q̇

Cth
, (33)

being Cth the thermal mass of the stack and:

Q̇ = Q̇stack + Q̇ov −
j

∑ Q̇con,j − Q̇env, (34)

where Q̇stack denotes the stack heat, Q̇ov denotes the oven heat losses, Q̇con,j denotes the jth

gas convection losses and Q̇env denotes the enviromental losses. For a single cell:

Q̇cell =

(
∆H
2F
−Vcell

)
i, (35)

so therefore, for the stack formed by nc cells, and by taking ∆H as the hydrogen lowest
heating value, the previous equation can be reformulated for the stack as:

Q̇stack = nc

(
HLHV

2
2F

−Vcell

)
i. (36)

The difference in temperature of the gases participating in the operation of the stack with an
input or operation temperature different from that of the stack operation produces an alter-
ation in the thermal balance through the introduction of convection losses. The convection
heat of the jth gas, Q̇con,j, is given by the Newton’s law of cooling,

Q̇con,j = Q̇Ts
j − Q̇

Tg
j , (37)

being:

Q̇
Tg,in
j = ṁjCp

Tg,in
j Tj, (38)

Q̇Ts
j = ṁjCpTs

j Tj, (39)

where Ts is the stack temperature, Tg,in is the temperature of the gas, Cpj is the specific heat
of the jth gas and ṁj is its mass flow rate.

The non-adiabatic behavior of the stack oven walls supposes that part of the heat is
lost to the environment, which can be modeled as a function of the temperature difference
inside and outside the oven as:

Q̇env = kl,ovSov(Ts − Tamb), (40)

being Sov the surface of the oven, kl,ov the heat transfer coefficient and Tamb the ambient tem-
perature.

2.5. Stack Degradation: A Linear Approach

As the stack degradation is a much slower phenomenon than the ones involved in
the control strategies, it is not necessary a highly detailed description in control-oriented
models. Analyzing the existing literature focused on degradation from a mathematical
modeling point of view, the works of Naeini et al. [30,31] can be taken as a reference. They
developed a mathematical model of long-term degradation based on different databases of
solid oxide cells degradation founded on the literature. The model aimed to predict long-
term solid oxide cells performance under different operating conditions, including nickel
coarsening and oxidation, anode pore size changes, degradation of anode and electrolyte
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conductivity, and sulfur poisoning. The previously mentioned effects can be included in a
simplified function based on a degradation rate over time.

Therefore, the simplest way to express the evolution of stack degradation can be by
the general expression:

ASRd(t) = ASR · f (t) (41)

where f (t) can be linear, exponential, etc. In this work for simplicity, it is considered that
the degradation of the stack follows a linear relationship of degradation with respect to
time as follows:

ASRd(t) = ASR(1 + κt) (42)

considering κ the cell degradation rate, describing the certain percentage of degradation that
the stack will suffer after certain hours of operation. The union of Equations (19) and (42)
defines the final expression used.

The degradation rate κ can be set according to the degradation experiments found
in the literature. For example, in long-term analysis, Tietz et al. [25] performed a 9000 h
study of an anode-supported solid oxide cell with a current density of 1 A/cm2 obtaining a
voltage degradation rate of 3.8%/kh. Blum et al. presented in [26] a resume of degradation
tests in two stacks operated continuously at 700 ◦C furnace temperature at a current
density of 0.5 A/cm2 obtaining for 21,126 h a mean voltage degradation of 0.17%/kh in
a smaller stack, while a larger stack presented with 50,691 h of operation and a voltage
degradation of 0.8%/kh. In the durability study of a twenty-cell stack of Wonsyld et al. [46],
low degradation rates of 1.44 mΩ/cm2 per cycle in electrolysis and 0.10 mΩ/cm2 per cycle
in fuel cell mode were founded. A low degradation rate between 760 and 790 ◦C can also be
concluded. Finally, Mai et al. [47], for a 1kW stack similar to the one studied here, obtained
a degradation in terms of power of 1.6%/kh.

3. Balance of Plant Agents

The balance of plant (BoP) agents has been selected with the aim of optimizing the
heat management, mainly by integrating two heat exchangers to pre-heat the inlet gases
with the exhaust ones. BoP agents are important for the correct functioning of the stack
and also for a high stack efficiency. The power considerations and modeling of the BoP for
the laboratory rSOS shown in Figures 1 and 2 are presented next.

3.1. Heat Exchangers

One of the most widely used methods to model heat exchangers (HE) is the ε−NTU
method [48]. This method describes the relationship between the number of heat transfer
units (NTU) and the effectiveness (ε) of the heat exchanger for different flow modes, which
has the form [33]:

ε =
|Tin − Tout|max

Th
in − Tc

in
, (43)

being Th
in and Tc

in the hot and cold fluid temperatures, respectively. Following the scheme in
Figure 2, the fuel–fuel heat exchanger is block indicated as Heat Ex. 1, whereas the air–air
heat exchanger is indicated as Heat Ex. 2. Note that the fuel HE receives the H2O from the
boiler at water evaporation temperature and the rest of the gases, H2 and N2 (if contains),
at ambient temperature. The resultant heating power can be formulated as:

qHE
1,2 = ε(Th

1,2 − Tc
1,2)Ċj, (44)

being Ċj the heat capacity rate.

3.2. Boiler

The main function of the boiler is to convert water into steam. Once the vapor has
reached the gaseous state, it is added to the hydrogen, and the composition is fed to the
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anode. For a certain water mass flow ṁ entering the boiler, the necessary boiler heating
power qb to achieve the set-point temperature Tb can be defined as:

qb = ṁ
[
Cp,lq(Tvp − T0) + ∆Hvp + Cp,st(Tb − Tvp)

]
, (45)

where Cp denotes the specific heat of the liquid and steam states, and T0 is the initial
temperature. ∆Hvp and Tvp are the enthalpy and temperature of vaporization at standard
pressure, respectively.

3.3. Condenser

The condenser is usually placed at the output of the stack receiving the output mass
flow of H2 and H2O. Depending on the mode of operation, the output composition will have
a certain percentage of each component. The main function of the condenser is to condense
and accumulate the output H2O before the hydrogen is sent to the atmosphere through
the extractor, ensuring a correct expulsion of the gases. Similar to the heat exchangers,
the condenser can be also modeled by the ε−NTU method [48].

4. Control-Oriented Model and Control Definition

The differential equations given in Sections 2 and 3 can be gathered in order to obtain
a non-linear state-space model as: 

dx
dt

= f (x, u, t),

y = g(x, u, t),
(46)

where the set of control inputs are:

u =
[
I uov ubp

]T
, (47)

being I the current density and uov and ubp the control set-points of the oven and the bypass
valve, respectively. The signal y corresponds to the vector of system output given by:

y =
[
ṁout

air ṁout
an Vs Ts

]T , (48)

being ṁout
air the output mass flow of the air channel, ṁout

an the input mass flow of the outlet
manifold and Vs, Ts the stack voltage and temperature. Finally, x is the vector of states
given by:

x =
[
mH2 mH2O mN2 mO2 mim Pim Pom Ts

]T , (49)

corresponding to the masses of H2, H2O, N2, O2, the inlet and outlet manifolds pressures
and the stack temperature, respectively.

Controllers for Thermal Safety

To achieve good performance and avoid potential damage and degradation, the stack
temperature must be kept within a certain security limits. However, the solution does not
go through an increase in flow rates to avoid undesired low or high temperatures, since it
would mean an efficiency reduction. For this reason, control strategies for regulating the
stack temperature and maintaining the efficiency are important.

The heating control of the furnace will be mainly important in the SOEC mode due
to the endothermicity of the process when operated below the thermoneutral voltage.
The controller is defined as:

uov = kp,ov(Tr − Ts) + ki,ov

∫ t

0
(Tr − Ts) dt, (50)
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where Tr, Ts, kp,ov and ki,ov are the reference and stack temperatures and the proportional
and integral constants, respectively. The cooling controller actuates an air bypass valve
to regulate the amount of cold air supplied. Contrary to oven control, the refrigeration
control will be mainly important in the SOFC mode due to the exothermicity of the process.
The controller is of the form:

ubp = kp,bp(Ts − Tr) + ki,bp

∫ t

0
(Ts − Tr)dt. (51)

Note that there must exist a coordination between controllers in order to not affect each
other, producing unnecessary power losses.

5. Results and Analysis

In this section, we presented the parameter estimation of the proposed model for
the laboratory testing prototype shown in Figure 1 and the corresponding experimental
validation. The signals and readings of the sensors are processed in an external PC. A power
source is programmed for the operation in SOEC mode, whereas for the operation in SOFC
mode, an electronic load is used. The operating modes designed under security protocols
are set using PLCs.

5.1. Parameter Estimation

The model proposed in Sections 2 and 3 contains two sets of parameters. The first set
includes parameters that can be measured or theoretically determined according to the
system dimensions and components. This set of parameters is listed in Table A1 along with
the values corresponding to the prototype implemented at IREC Laboratory. The second
set of parameters cannot be theoretically determined or measured, and they need to be
found by estimation from the experimental data. This set of parameters is gathered in the
following vector:

ζ = [γan γca Eact,an Eact,ca Rct]
T , (52)

and they are listed in Table A2. These parameters were estimated by solving the following
numerical optimization problem:

min
ζ
‖Vs(ζ)−Vexp

s ‖2
2,

s.t. ζmin ≤ ζ ≤ ζmax,
(53)

where Vs(ζ) is the simulation response obtained from the proposed model and Vexp
s is the

experimental response obtained from the prototype. As this is a non-linear optimization
problem, the parameter range was limited by ζmin and ζmax. Different tests were performed
to ensure that the responses did not correspond to local minima. The final obtained
error corresponds to the difference between the voltage obtained and the experimental
one, which is what minimizes the norm, corresponding to 3%. In the following sections,
the model parameters have been identified using the algorithm described in this section
and listed in Table A2.

5.2. Polarization Curves

Polarization curves are common stack characterization graphs, showing the rela-
tionship between cell voltage and current (iV curves). In order to validate the model
through different experiments, the polarization curves of the electrolyzer mode opera-
tion, the fuel cell operation and the reversible mode operation will be performed under
different conditions.

For the SOEC mode, a constant inlet flow rate of H2 was set. The fuel was characterized
by 70% of H2O and 30% of H2. Figure 3a compares the experimental and model results.
It can be observed that results predicted by the proposed model were quite close to the
experimental values.
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Figure 3. Polarization curves. (a) Electrolysis mode polarization curve keeping a constant fuel
composition with a ratio of 70% of H2O and 30% of H2. (b) Fuel cell mode polarization curve keeping
a constant fuel composition with a ratio of 100% of H2. (c) Reversible mode polarization curve
keeping a constant fuel composition with a ratio of 50% of H2O and 50% of H2.

For the SOFC mode, the fuel was characterized by 100% of H2, and a constant
air flow rate of 37.5 L/min was set. The comparison between the simulation and ex-
perimental results is shown in Figure 3b. As in the SOEC case, the model provided a
satisfactory estimation.

Once the SOFC and SOEC polarization curves were made, the last experiment per-
formed was the reversible operation. For this experiment, the fuel composition was kept
constant with a ratio of 50% of H2O and 50% of H2. Figure 3c shows the polarization curve
under those conditions, where a smooth transition from SOEC (first applied mode) to SOFC
can be observed. In fact, the controller automatically switches between load and power
supply to perform this reversible operation. The iV curves are similar at all times, even at
the time of switching from SOEC to SOFC mode.

5.3. Dynamic Response

In order to observe the dynamic response of the system, a profile operating first in
SOEC mode and later in SOFC mode was chosen. The experiments had a duration of
4.2 h (≈15,000 s), which is a longer time compared to that necessary for the polarization
curves. In SOEC mode, the input fuel composition used was 90% H2O and 10% H2, while
for SOFC operation, the composition was 100% H2. Figure 4a compares the experimental
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and the model results. The orange lines show the experimental response to the introduced
profile, while the discontinuous green lines show the response of the model presented
to the same current profile. The model response is cleaner than the experimental results.
Except at the moment of reversibility, around 2 h (7200s), where there is a change in the
composition in OCV to go from SOEC to SOFC mode and the error is higher, the response is
practically the same, with a total error of 3%. This error has been obtained after performing
the minimization presented in Section 5.1. A total amount of 1.5 m3 of H2 was produced
during the SOEC phase of the profile, while 0.9 m3 of H2 was consumed in the fuel cell
mode. Figure 4b presents a comparison of the temperatures in the furnace. The model
response shows the sensitivity of the model but also the effectiveness of the controllers,
introducing a fairly fast correction response. The magnitude of the temperature variations is
not remarkable, since the maximum deviation between the experimental and the simulated
is ≈0.09% for the SOEC mode and ≈0.07% for the SOFC mode. Notice that the sensitivity
of the temperature sensor is not high enough to detect less than 1 ◦C of variation.
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Figure 4. Dynamic response. (a) Superposition of model (green) and experimental (orange) responses.
Current in blue, the experimental voltage in orange and the model response in green. (b) Stack
furnace temperature comparison.

5.4. Thermal Effects Analysis

Once the model is validated, a more detailed analysis of the thermal effects under the
action of the controllers with different temperatures can be carried out. Figure 5a shows
the influence of temperature on the system. The lines show the evolution of the voltage
with a constant composition ratio of 50% of H2O and 50% of H2 and fixed mass flow rates
(10 L/min) at different temperatures, between 650 and 950 ◦C. Analyzing the results in
Figure 5a, the impact of temperature on the stack voltage, and therefore also on the power,
can affect its performance. It can be noted that thermal effects are more marked during
electrolysis than during fuel cell operation. In addition, it can be seen that lower voltages,
and therefore higher yields, are obtained with higher temperatures.

The capability of the temperature control for tracking set-point changes is analyzed
in Figure 5b. To carry out this analysis, a constant current is maintained in electrolysis
mode (where the greatest effect of temperature has been seen in Figure 5a) of −0.15 A/cm2,
and disturbances with a range of 5 ◦C are introduced. It can be seen that the controllers are
able to rapidly adjust the temperature to the new set-points. This is completed by injecting
heat through the oven (t = 1000 s and t = 1500 s) when the set-points increase and also by
switching off the heating and increasing the air-flow for cooling injected through the bypass
valve when the set-point decrease (t = 2000 s).
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Figure 5. Thermal analysis. (a) Temperature effects on the controlled reversible stack. (b) Temperature
disturbances on the controlled reversible stack.

6. Discussion

Although studies on reversible oxide cells have increased in recent years, the subject
continues to have many parts of study to analyze, from materials, designs, efficiencies or
controls. For the realization of model-based controls, control-oriented models containing
the main dynamics of the system but fast enough to implement control strategies in real
time are important. In the reversible mode, these models are not very abundant, since
many of the existing dynamic models are multi-dimensional with a higher degree of
complexity. In addition, some of the existing models or controls have not been verified
experimentally. In this article, a mathematical modeling of a real stack of 30 cells has been
presented, comparing the experimental and simulation responses. In addition, the necessary
thermal control strategies are presented to maintain an efficient energy balance during long
operations of this type of technology. Therefore, this article allows to present a control-
oriented model of a real laboratory stack for possible studies of this type of technology in
long-term operation.

7. Conclusions

Reversible solid oxide stacks have emerged as an important research topic due to the
benefits and potential of this type of technology for the hydrogen-based energy transition.
However, experimentally validated control-oriented models are not widely available so far.
This article has introduced a complete model of a 30-cell stack, including the necessary BoP
agents and controllers to ensure a proper operation. A linear degradation model is included
in order to evaluate future long-term analysis. Four independent tests were carried out
in order to characterize the reversible stack prototype. The predefined model parameters
of the stack were introduced, while the unknown were estimated through a parameter
identification algorithm. The mismatch between the experimental and model results has
been around 3%, demonstrating the validity of the proposed model. This article has shown
that some of the main challenges for the roll-out of the hydrogen technologies and their
integration with renewable energy sources can be predicted and elucidated quickly and
reliably by the proposed model.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Defined Parameters.

Estimated Parameter Symbol Value Units

Stack Area As 63 cm2

Stack Mass Ms 5.5 kg
Faraday Constant F 96,487 C/mol
Number of Cells nc 30 -
Oven Power Pov 2.75 kW
Oven Losses Constant kl,ov 0.7 W/(m2 ·K)
Universal Gas Constant R 8.314472 J/(mol ·K)
Air Gas Constant Rair 286.9 J/(kg ·K)
H2 Molar Mass MH2 2.01588 g/mol
H2O Molar Mass MH2O 18.0152 g/mol
O2 Molar Mass MO2 31.999 g/mol
N2 Molar Mass MN2 28.0134 g/mol
Inlet Manifold Valve Constant Kim 5× 10−8 kg/(Pa · s)
Outlet Manifold Valve Constant Kom 3.3× 10−8 kg/(Pa · s)
Anode Valve Constant Kan 1.5× 10−8 kg/(Pa · s)
Cathode Valve Constant Kca 0.94× 10−8 kg/(Pa · s)
Electrolyte Thickness (8YSZ) Le 10 µm
O2 Effective Diffusion Coefficient DO2 0.0228 cm2/s
H2O Effective Diffusion Coefficient DH2O 0.0436 cm2/s
H2 Effective Diffusion Coefficient DH2 0.0927 cm2/s
Hydrogen Lowest Heating Value HLHV

2 246870 J/mol
Ionic Conductivity Pre-exponential Factor σ0,el 466 s−1

Electrolyte Activation Energy Eel 82.59× 103 J/mol

Table A2. Estimated Parameters.

Estimated Parameter Symbol Value Units

Cathode Phenomenological Coefficient γca 5.23× 106 A/cm2

Anode Phenomenological Coefficient γan 6.64× 106 A/cm2

Cathode Activation Energy Eact,ca 100× 103 J/mol
Anode Activation Energy Eact,an 79.6× 103 J/mol
Contact Resistance Rct 0.3 Ω
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